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Synopsis. 

The energy method is populary used in the calculation of the buckling stress 
of a rectangular plate, but, although this method is very convenient when the four 

sides are simply supported, it is not favourable in other cases. In the case when 
a rectangular plate is simply supp~rted on the two sides perpendicular to the 
direction of normal forces and has various boundary conditions on the other two 

sides, there· are R. Barbre's method based on the method of integration and K. 
Nolke's method based on the method of energy. 

According to the former, however, the number of lines and columns of the 
determinant which represents the equaticn of buckling condition increases to such 

an extent that the calculation becomes very difficult. According to the latter, the 

calculation is possible, but extremely complicated and laboursome. In an attempt 

to simplify the calculation, the author has induced a formula by the slope deflec

tion method to be applied to such cases and has obtained very satisfactory results. 

1. Introduction. 

Concerning the problem of the buckling of a plate, ever since G. H. Bryan n 

solved the buckling of a rectangular plate with four edges simply supported, 
attempts have been made to solve plates with various conditions of supported 

edges as the case of the buckling of a column. The solution for the plate, how

ever, are far less in number than the solution for the column. This is due to 

the fact that, compared with the column, the boundary conditions in the case of 
a plate_ are in many cases very perplexing. 

Most of the studies in the past · were made on the buckling of a simple rec
tangular plate, but in order to resist a greater buckling load it is necessary to 
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use a plate reinforced by stiffeners or a plate with various thickness such as the 

thickness is increased step by step or changes gradually. 

S. Timoshenko has studied some of these problems, but it is only recently 

since scholars started to pay attention to most of them. 

The method of solution of the buckling of a plate can be classified into the 

following threes. 

a) Method of integration. This method is to solve the differential equation 

of the buckled plate, derive .:he conditional equation of buckling by using the 

boundary conditions and with this equation calculate the buckling load. But it 

cannot be said that the equation of the buckled plate is always solvable. The 

solution is possible in a particular case when the rigidity of the plate is constant 

and when the forces acting on the plate is uniformly distributed. Therefore, we 

cannot always derive the buckling equation of any sort of plate when the boun

dary conditions and forces applied are arbitrary. 

b) Method of ent!rgy. In this case it is necessary to assume the equation 

of the deflected plate. If this assumed deflected plate coincides with the true 

deflected plate, the true value of the critical . buckling load is obtained, but if the 

assumption is not true, the obtained result is no more than an approximate value. 

Also it is never eaey to assume the deflected plate which always satisfies all 

boundary conditions. 

c) Method of difference equation. The solution is always possible according 

to this method, but compared with the case of the colu.mn, the calculation is ex

tremely laboursome. 

In the buckling of a column longitudinally compressed, the slope deflection 

method ha~ been used by R. v. Mises and J. Ratzersdorfer2), S. Ban 3) and D. 

Hiura4\ Considering the benefit of this method, the author derived the slope 

deflection method for the plate which is similar to that for the compressed 

calwnn, and applying this method to the problems which have been studied by 

many scholars in the past,. the author's method was ascertained to be very effec

tive. 

2. The fundamental formula by the slope deflection method of 
the uniformly compressed rectangular plate simply supported 
along two opposite sides perpendicular to the direction of 
compression. 

In the discussion of buckling, both the .method of energy and the method of 

integration of the differential equation for the deflected plate can be used. In 
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applying the method of integration, we use the following 

equation, which is for the case of uniform compression 

along the x-axis (see Fig. 1), with q considered positive 

for compression, 

( 1) 5) 

where N is the flexural rigidity of the plate. 

Fig. 1 

Assuming that the plate under the action of compressive forces buckles in m 

sinusoidal half-waves, we shall presume the solution of eq. (1) in the following 

form 

(2) 

in which Y(y) is a function of y alone, which is to be determined later. Ex

pression (2) satisfies the boundary conditions along the simply supported sides 

x=O and x=a of the plate, since 

a2w. a2w 
w = 0 and ~ + 11C\') ·= 0, 

.uX" uy· 
for x=O and x=a 

Substituting eq. (2) in eq. (1), we obtain the following ordi"nary differential 

equation to determinate the function Y (y) : 

Y""-·2( m; rY''+{( n:irr r- 'J., (-n:irr f}Y-0 (3) 

Noting that, owing to some constraints along the sides y=O and y=b, we 

always have 'J., > ( ":irr ) 2 

and, using the notations 

the general solution of eq. (3) can be reprEsented in (he following form; 

(5) 

The constants of integration in this solution must be determined by the con

ditions of constraint along the sides y=O and y=b. 

Now let us represent the boundary conditions along the sides y=O and y=b 

as follows, 

~o . mrrx M ~M . mrrx for y=O l w= AS1n--, = ASJn --, a a 
(6) 

~o . mrrx M=~MBsin 
m;r;x for y=b W= B Sill ---, 

' a a 
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Then, the four constants of integration can be determined from eq. (6) as 

follows. 

cosh ,1.', 1 
( fi'l. + /12 ) sinh ,1.b 

(7) 

a'-1{~-r 
a'+/1' 

MA 1 
+ N. a2 +112 

iJ {,1.2 -J1(~f}cos/,b 

A (a2 + /12 ) sin /1b 

1 

Next, we shall assume that the other boundary conditions are represented as 
follows. 

fJ= ~(I..,_ sin !"_rrX V ~V . mrrx for y=O l = AStn--· a ' a • 
(8) 

(J ~O . mrrx V =~VB sin mrr~ for y=b J 
= Bsm--, a a • 

By using eq. (7), the slope and shearing force in eq. (8) can be written as 
follows . 

.d=(,1.2 + /12 ) sinh ab sin /1b 

,HJ..,_= ~- (acoshabsin /1b-/1 sinhab cos /1b)+ 11./- (/1 sinh ab-a sin /1b)] 

- IJA [ a{i,2 + JI ( ':~)) cosh ab sin /1b+ 0{a2 - Jl(-':-,r-) 2} sinh a~ cos /1b J 

+ IJB [ a{i,2+ JI (1:~r} sin /1b+ i1{a'-J1( 1~)2} sinh ab] 

J(IB= - %-L (i, sinh ab-a sin {3b)- -If/ (a cosh r1.b sin {3b- i, sinbab cos i,b) 
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-.JV .A.=M .A. ( a:{a:2-(2-11)( ~,r )2} cosh a:bsin 0b+ 0 [02 +(2-11)( ':,r r} 
x sinh ab cos 0b J 

-0{02 + (2-11)(-~,r) 
2

}{a2 -11(1:1t nsinh r1.bcos 0b) 

+ aBN ( a:{a:2-(2- 11)( ~It' r}{02 + 11(~~-r} sin 0b 

-MB (a{a2 -:-(2-11)(':_1!_ /} cosh ab sin 0b+ 0{02+(2-11)( ':It' r} 
x sinh ab cos 0b J 

-i.A.N ( a:{a:2-(2--11-)(~ir/}{02 +11(!;p}} sin {3b 

-0{02 +(2-11)(it /}{a2-11(':1t-n sinhah) 

(9) 

Taking into account the fact that the smallest value of q is obtained by ta

king m=l, i.e., by assuming that the buckled plate has only one half-wave, we 

shall take m=l, and for the purpose of making the above equation resemble the 

equation of the slope deflection method used in the solution of a rigid frame and 

continuous beam, we shall write M.A.= M .A.B, MB= - MB.A., V .A.= V .A.B, and also 

VB=VB.A.• 
The sign of the slope expressed in eq. (8) must be determined in accordance 
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with the rule adopted in the slope deflection method, (clockwise positive, counter

clockwise negative,) but in this case the sign appearing may be taken as it is. 

Therefore, taking m = l, 

-where 

z 

thus the following equations are obtained. 

_rr_fl.t = .MA~ c(z)--M"_B__A_s(z)+...:rr~-{aBd(z)-{jA t(z)} 
a N N a2 

-: .flB= _ __l\{!;8 s(z)+ N.tt c(z)+ ~~ { a1d(z)- {jAd( z)} 

_ _v
1
t = 1- (-~4 t(z)+-~A d(z)+-:~-{aBe(z)--{jAu(z)}J 

__ V BA ~_rr_ [}! ABd(z)+ M_B__A_ t(z)+~~{aBu(z)-{jA e(z)}J 
N a N N a-

where 

.d=(N+ B 2) sinh r1.b sin 0b 

c(z )A= A cosh ab sin 0b- B sinh rJ.b cos 0b 

s(z)A=B sinh ab-A sin 0b 

d(z)A=A( B 2 + Y) sin {jb+ B(A2 -Y) sinh ab 

t(z)A=A(B2 +Y) coshalJ sin {jb+ B(A2 -Y) sinhabcos 0b 

u(z)A=A(B2 + Y)2 cosh u.b sin 0b- B(A2 -Y? sinh ab cos 0b 

e(z)A=A(B2 +Y)2 sin 0b-B(A2-Y)2 sinh ab 

} (10) 

} (11) 

(12) 

65 

From eq. ( 10 ), we can represent' the bending moment M in terms of slope fl 

and deflection a, and also the shearing force V in a form similar to that of the 

moment. The result thus obtained is as follows. 
. . ' 

MAR= c2(z)-:!s2(z.) -:- ( cCz)flA+s(z)fl11-·{-{icz){jR-~i(z)O:A}J 

M11A· ·c ) N ·c ) _'I!_ ( s(z)fl.t+c(z)011--rr-{i(z){j11- j(z)a.t}J c· z -s- z a a 

l (13) 
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i(z)=c(z) t(z)+ s(z)d(z) 

j(z)=c(z)d(z)+ s(z) t(z) 

h(z)=i(z) t(z)+ j(z)d(z)-u(z){c2(z)-s2(z)} 

l(z)=i(z)d(z)+ j(z) t(z)-e(z){c2(z)-s2(z)} 

l (15) 

This expression resembles the formula of a column subjected to compressive 

force which is written as follows, 

MAR= ~] c2(z)~s2(z) (c(z)qiA+s(z)qiR- on-loA {c(z)+s(z)} J 

MR 1 = ~J c2(z )~- 52(z) {s(z )qi A+ c:z )qiR -
0

R_:; !-!...{c~z )+ s(z )} J 

s12 
El' 

1 cosec z s(z)=-- • +-----~ 
,· z 

Therefore eq. (13), (14) are called the formulae of the compressed plate 

based upon the slope deflection method. 

For sp~cial cases when MAR is equal to zero at the side y=O, 

and when M R.t is equal to zero at the side y=b, 

M N Tr: C c2(z)-s2(z) {I Tr: {f(z)oR- i'(z)oA}J 
AR= C2(z)--S2(z) t1 - C(Z) A--a -

VAR= - c2(z )1!_s2(z) ;: (i'(z)BA- : {l'(z)1h-h'(z)oA} J 

where 

i'(z )=i( z )-s(z )/c(z )· j(z ), 

j'(z )= j(z)-s(z)/c(z)•i(z), 

h'(z)=h(z)- j(z)/c(z)• j(z) 

l'(z)= {(z)-- j(z)/c(z)•i(z) 

l (16) 

l (17) 

l (18) 

Among the functions included in the formulae derived above, those necessary 

I C s i 
in the calculation hereafter are the following 11, that is, c , c2=-52, cif~ 52 , cL-s2·, 

j h l i' j' h' l' ------ -- ----- ---~ - --- --- - ----- and-----
c2-s2' c2-s2' c?.-s2' c2-s2' c2-s2• c2-s2 c2-s2· 

By rewritting these functions in a form convenient for doing the calculation, 

we get 
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2
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6
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6
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2
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6
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5
7
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0
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4.0 3:19309 

i:: 
-3-:s- --:D2455 

.S: 3.0 3])5231 
rn --g--

2.97626 i:: 
Q) --::rn- 2.89575 ..... 

1.5 2.81047 
--1.0- 2.71976 
·-1g- 2.62735 

! C j 

1~1 
I ~:::r1 
I
. 3.40841 -
- 3.35976 

3.30961 

-------·--

s ·1 _i -- i i I h ! z i' , }' i h1 
I' /' 

c2 - s2 , c2 - s2 I c2 :_ s2 c2 - s2 i -c'.i- st- C2 - s:J I ci - s2 I c2 - s2 c2 - s2 
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.d=(A2 - B2 ) sinh a'1 sin j'jb+2(1--cosh ab cos (jb)AB 

•c )(z).( ) .d=(A2 + B 2 )(A cosh ab sin (jb-B sinhabcos 0b) c· z -s· z 

- • i(z) __ --d=2A2B 2 sinh ab sinh 0b-AB(AL B 2)(1--cosh r1.bcos 0b) 
c·(z )-s·(z) 

+11.d 

•c ~(z)_, ) d=AB(A!+ B 2)(cosh ab-cos 0b) c· z -s·,z 

-.---( h)(z)•c--) d=AB(A2 + B 2 )(B cosh ab sin 0b+ A sinh r1.bcos 0b) c·z--s·z 

____ __l(z_).--d=AB(A2 + B 2)(B sin f.lb+A sin ab) 
c·(z)-s·(z) " 

a= rr A A= I I+ I z a2 
a' ,V ,Vb2' 

(19) 

As can be understood from the above 6 equations, those other than -.L. are c·-s· 

the functions of z and -J-. The numerical values of these functions for various 

values of z and -: -- are given in Table, where Poisson's ratio II is taken as 0.3. 

3. The fundamental formula by the slope deflection method of 
the uniformly tensioned rectangular plate simply supported 
along two opposite sides perpendicular to the direction of 
tension. 

In this case (Fig. 2), formulae similar to eq. (13)~ 

(18) are obtained, and a form convenient for doing the 
calculation is as follows. 

.d=B2 sinh2 ab-A2 sin2 (jb 

c2(z)~~~2(z) d=2AB (B sinh abcosh rJ.b--A sin j'jbcos 0b) 

--.(-~)(z).( )-d=2AB (A cosh ab sin 0b-B sinh r1.'1 cos 0b) c· z --s· z 

a 
Fig. 2 

-. J~\--J=A4 sin2 0b+ B 4 sinh2 ab+A2B 2 (cosh2 ab-cos2 f.lb)+11.d c·(z )-- s·(z) " 

c2(z~~~2(z) .d=2AB (A2+ B 2
) sinhabsin (jb 

r (20) 
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-..-.- h)(z).,(_) J=2AB (A2 + B 2)(B sinh ab cosh ab+ A sin fJb cos fJb) c·.._z -- s· z '"' P 

-.,-1C.~.-J=2AB (A2 + B 2)(A cosh ab sin {3b+B sinh r1.bcos rJb) c·(z)-s·(z) . '"' 

a= ;-A, A2 =0.5(secq,+l), {3=-~-B, B 2 =0.5(secq,-1), 

az 
tan2 m=z 

'I' bZ 

The numerical values of these terms are given in the precedent tables. 

4. Representation of the boundary conditions by the slope 
deflection method. 

The boundary conditions in the rectangular plate are classified into the follo

wing two. 

a. Conditions for end side, b. Conditions for continuity. 
The latter are such as those which exist at the position of stiffeners of a 

rectangular plate with longitudinal stiffeners. In this chapter, ai,suming the thick

ness of the plate, so that the flexural rigidity is constant, the following notations 

are used. 

Cm(z.,.)=c.,., 

hm(z.,.)=hm, 

s,,.(zm)=Sm, i.,.(zm)=im, im(Zm)= im, 

lm(Zm)=lm, i' m(Zm)=i' m, f m(Zm)= j' m, 

where B, F; C represent the flexural rigidity, 

cross sectional area and torsional rigidity respec

tively. Values with suffix c are considered to 

be the standard among those. t is the thickness 
of the plate. 

a) Condition for end side. Several parti

cular cases will now be considered. 

.. 

i-

L.. 

1-o 

-
1-o I 

Sn F,, 

,B;..,,F~ 
-.9,..,.,=-_ 

J3,n F',n 

82 :F, 

B, E, 

S. Fo 
a.-e.c,_,,,._ .. _ 

Fig. 3 

(21) 

n 

r,./ -J -~ ~ 

m - I( - ~ 

:l ,_ ..a 
/ i"" -s 
,,, '1 

,-
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\. The sides y=O and y=b are simply supported. In ordinary cases, these 

conditions are represented as 

a2w a2w 
w=O, for y=O l - - --+11--------=0 

8y2 8x2 ' 
(22) 

82w 82w 
w=O, for y=b -8 .- +11-8"=0, y· x· 

The representation for these is greatly simplified as follows, by using the 

slope deflection method. 

In this case, for y=O, 

1t
2 

{ ·' fl 1t h ' " } •- t O 1----- 0 UJ 
a· a ' 

and for y=b, 

1r { c2,,_-1--s2,.-1 (,J 1t ., ,, } 
- - -- n-1----z n-JUn-J 

a Cn-1 a 

n2 { ., fl· n h' " } -- n Z n-1 n-1 - -·- -· n--lUn-1 a· a 

are favourably used. 

2. The sides y=O and y=b are built-in. In this case, 

(JA=O, OA=O, 

8n=O, on=O, 

for 

for 

y=O 

y=b 

(23) 

j (24) 

l (25) 

(26) 

3. The sides y=O and y·=b are free. In this case, the following represen

tation is usually used. 

But, in our case these conditions are as follows. 

Mo,1= Vo,1=0, for y=O 1 (26) 
M nrn-1·= V n,11-1·=0, for y=b 

4. The sides y=O and y=b are elastically built-iri6). In tlie previous 

discussions, two extreme assumptions for the constraint along the sides have been 
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considered, n~ely, a simply supported edge and ~ built-in edge. In practical 

cases, we will usually have some intermediate condition of constraint. Take, 

for instance, the case of compression member of a T cross section. While the 

upper edge of the vertical web cannot .be assumed to. rotate freely during buck

ling, neither. can it be considered as rigidly built in since during buckling of the 

web some rotation of the horizontal flange will take place. We consider in this 

case the upper edge of the plate as elastically built-in, since the bending n:ioments 

that appear during buckling along this edge are proportional at each point to the 

angle of rotation of the edge. 

The conditions of elastically built-in edge are represented by the following 

equa~ions. 

These equations can be expressed as follows by the slope deflection method. 

(27) 

Furthermore, when we can neglect the small deflection due to the large 

lexural rigidity, oo and o.,. in eq. (27) can be made into zero. 

5. Both sides y=O and y=b are supported by elastic beams7). Along 

:he sides y=O and y=b, the plate is free to rotate during buckling, but deflections 

lf. the plate at . these edges are resisted by two. elastic supporting beams. The 

~ondition of freedom of rotation requires that 

a2w a2w 
ay2-+J.1 ax2 =0, for y=O and y=b, 

To get a second expression for this boundary, the deflection of supporting 

Jeams must be considered. Now, if we assume that these beams are simply 

;upported at the ends and have the flexural rigidity of Bo and B.,., and are com

)ressed together with the plate so that the compressive forces on each side are 

~ual to Fa, the differential equations for the deflection of the beams are as 

'allows. 
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where p is the intensity of the load transmitted from the plate to the beams. 

From the expression for shearing forces, this intensity p is 

From these equations, the following equations are obtained by 'the slope de

. flection method. 

where it is assumed that m=l, i.e., there is only one half-wave formed by the 

buckled plate. 

b) Conditions for continuity8). In the case of a large number of equal and 

equidistant stiffeners parallel to one of the sides of a compressed rectangular 

plate, we usually consider the stiffened plate as a plate having two different flexu

ral rigidities in two perpendicular directicns, but in our treatment, we consider 

the plate as a plate having equal rigidity except for the lines reinforced by the 

stiffeners where, since the rib is rigidly connected with the plate, a portion of the 

plate must be taken in calculating the flexural rigidity of stiffeners. 

As the conditions for continuity, several cases may be considered, but we will 

consider only the case where the plate is elastically supported by stiffeners, i.e., 
deflective beams. In this case we have the following four conditions. • 

1. The two parts of the plate separated by a stiffener have the same deflec

tion curve at the position of the stiffener. 

2. The same can be said about the slope of the plate. 

3. The bending moments of both parts of the plate and the torsional moment 

of the stiffener must be equivalent. 

4. The shearing forces of both parts of the plate and the compressive force 

acting on the stiffener must be equal to the load intensity applied to the stiffener. 
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Of the above four conditions, the former two which are necessary in the case 

of the method of integration are not required in our slope deflection method, so 

that the fatter two must be written as follows • 

• j,,. 
5

• Dm+1} =0 c-,,.- -,,. 

+-1t-{ • z,,._\--8,,.-1 
a c·,,.-1-s•,,._1 

(29) 

In a plate girder, for example, L, I and Z sections are often used as stiffe

ners, but their torsional rigidity is so small and therefore " i- " is so negligible 

small that we can neglect them in our calculation9). If there is no supporting 

beam, we can put that the term zmµ,.em_Im is equal to zero. If there is a - - e,,. 

rigidly supporting beam, the 4th. condition is not needed and in the 3rd. condi

tion we can put 8,,.=0. 

5. Buckling of a uniformly compressed rectangular plate simply 
supported along two opposite perpendicular to the direction 
of compression and having various edge conditions along 
the other two sides. 

In the solution of this problem, both methods, the method of energy and the 

method of integr~tiori of the differential equation for the delected plate, can be 

used. When we use the method of integration, the following soluticn of the 

fundamental differential equation is obtained. 

w=(C1 coshay+C2 sinh ay+C3 cos 0y+C3 sin 0y)sin ":tf?-

where 

Putting the boundary conditions into the above solution, we get the same 

number of equations as that of integration constants. Equating the determinant 

of these equations thus obtained to zero, the equation to determine the critical 
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value of the compression is obtained. Whenever a different boundary condition 

is given, we are obliged to repeat the calculation from the beginning, and there 

seems to be no relation between the buckling equations thus obtained, but by the 

author's slope deflection method, the buckling equation hitherto studied can be 

represented very simply. 

In the following several lines, many cases which give the clearer contrast 

with the method treated in S. Timoshenko's "The Theory of Elastic Stability " 

will be explained. 

1. Both sides y=O and y=b are built-in10). In this case the boundary con

ditions are 

From eq. (10), 

M .. rn•c(z )-MBA •S(z)=O, - M An•S(z )+MBA •c(z )=0 

Therefore, we can derive the following equation to determine the critical 

value of the compressive force. 

This equation coincides with the one reduced by S. Timoshenko as follows. 

(co~ /,b-cosh u.b)2 = --(sin {,b--~.~~ sinh 11b)(sin {,b+ ~;-sinh ,j}J), 

when m in 11. and /, is taken equal to 1. 

2. Side y=O is simply supported and side y=b is free10. In this case 

the boundary condition are 

MBA=VBA=O, for y=b. 

From eq •. (16), we have 

Equating the determinant of these equations to zero, we get 

This equation seems very complicated at first sight, b\lt using eq. C 15) and 

(18), we obtain 

u(z) = 0 

In this case, according to S. Timoshenko, the following equation is given 
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By substituting m=l into this equation, it becomes u(z)=O. 

3. Side y=O is built-in and side y=b is freem. In this case the edge con

ditions are 

OA=BA=O, for y=O; 

From eq. (13) and (14), we have 

MnA=VnA=O, for y=b. 

Equating the determinant of these equations to zero, we get 

cCz )h(z )-- i 2(z }=0 

This coincides with 

when m is equal to 1. 

From these results we can see that by the rr.ethcd of integration of the diffe

rential equation, the necessary buckling equation is generally complicated and to 

get the numerical value, we must calculate in each case. On the contrary, by 

the slope defection method, the buckling equation is represented in a very simp

lified form and the numerical calculation is very easy, because the coefficients 

necessary for the calculation are given in a table. The benefit of the slope de

flection method will be displayed in the calculation of a rectangular plate with 

stiffeners which will be explained in the next chapter. 

6. The bu~kling of a uniformly compressed rectangular plate 
with longitudinal stiffeners. 

The stability of a rectangular plate reinforced by stiffeners has been solved 

by S. Timoshenkom, E. Chwalla14 ', R. Barbre 15) and other scholars. 

S. Timoshenko solved by the method of energy the uniformly compressed 

rectangular plate with 1 ~3 longitudinal or transverse stiffening ribs when the 

plate is simply supported at four edges and also E. Chwalla used the same 

method to solve such problems. R. Barbre solved such problerrs by the method 

of integration, and the advantage of . his method is that the problems with any 
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edge conditicn such as simply supported, free, built in and etc. can be solved 

similarly. On the contrary, the case which can be solved by the method of 

energy is almost limited to the case of four simply supported edges, but the solu

tion_ of other cases is also possible by the method of energy as can be understood 

from K. Nolke's solution. His solution, however, becomes very complicated, but 

resorting to our slope defection method we can remove the disadvantage as will 

be known later. 

In the plate which we are now discussing, we shall number the stiffeners as 

I, 2, ... , m, ···, n-- I and both edges as 0, n. In this chapter, we shall use eq. 

(22)~(28) as the condition for end sides and eq. (29) as the condition for con

tinuity derived in chapter 4. Equating the determinant of these equations to 

~ero, the buckling equation can be induced, but this determinant consists of many 

lines and columns. Therefore, a great labours is required in doing the calcula

tion, so we shall resort to the means mentioned below. 

If both sides are simply supported or fixed, the unknown terrrs are OmCm=I, 
2, ... , m, ···, n- I) and '1m(m=l, 2, ... , m, n-1). If 7c is suitably aE.sumed, llm 

can be represented by terrrs of '1m only from the equilibrium equations of the 

bending moment. This calculation is easily done ~nd the general soluticn is as 
follows. 

{J. 

where a. represents numerical values. 

+ • • • · · · · · · + a~,,.;-1'1 .. -1 

+ · ··· .. · ·· + am,'!-1'1n-l 
(30) 

Putting these equaticns into the other equilibrium equations of the shearing 

force, we obtain the next equations. 

+ /31,2'12 

+ /32,2~2 

where {3 represents numerical values. 

=0 I . 
=0 

=0 
(31) 

The determinant consisting of /3o which is expressed by d(/3) is easily cal

culated. If the value of <e assumed first coincides with that of the buckling force, 
d(/3) must be equal to zero, but generally d(/3) is not equal to zero for the 

arbitrarily assumed value of ,c. So when we calculate the value of d(/3) for seve-
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ral values of zc, we can determine the root of J({3)=0 by means of interpolation. 

Example. 

Several examples dealt with by R. Barbre 16) will be solved by our slope delec

tion method. In R. Barbre's treatise, the buckling equation generally represented 

is that of the case of the edge conditions of elastically supported, and-the buck

ling equation of the case of both edgEs simply supported or built-in is derived as 

a special case of the edge condition. On the contrary, by the slope deflection 

method, the edge conditions can be represented very ezsily; so it is better to 

obtain the buckling equation respectively for all C[SE:S of the edge conditions. 

As shown in Fig. 4, 5, 7, let the rectangular plate reinforced by stiffeners 

which is simply supported at the two edges .x=0 and x=a be subjected to uni

formly distributed compressive forces on these sides. 

Case I (Fig. 4). Two edges y=O and y=b are 

built-in and a stiffener is placed at b0=b1=b/2. In . 
this czse the boundary conditions are 80=8:=0, o0= 
o~=0. This plate being stiffened in the middle, 

are obtained, and the ~quilibrium equations are as follows. 

2c 
-'----n n- 81+0•01=0 c·-s· 

Fig. 4 

Therefore, the following equation is obtained as the buckling equation . .. 

- B ) In this case, bo=bi=b/2 and eo=E1=3. Taking r=lOn-, (7,N=5 ; 
. F ) 
(-bt·=0.1' 

2h lOn-/(z)=- ----0 6n-z+ --- --=0 c2-s2 • 3 

The root of the above equation is obtained by the trial method. By use of 

the table (+=3), taking z=4.0, we get f(4.0)=0.067 and also z=4.5, f(4.5)= 

--1.357. Thus by the interpolation z=4.02 is obtained, and then we get q=f 

16.1 n-2N Jb2• 

The above calculation is for the case when the plate buckles in the ·form of 
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one half-wave. To compare the result with the case of two half-waves Cm= 2), 

we must slove the case of : -=0.75 and m=l. This case is solved by either of 

the next means ; 
a 1. Using the table of the case of -b--- = 1.5 and m = 1. 

2. Assuming the two parallel lines y=-t ·· and y=-3f-, and using the table 

of the case of -~-- =3 and m=l. 

If the value of 'le obtained by either of the two methods mentioned above is 

larger than the value obtained before, the value of ,:c corresponding to the critical 

force is decided as equal to 16.1. For the simplicity, the calculation for the case 

m=2 is omitted here. 

The other buckling equation is 

This equation corresponds to the case when the plate buckles without the de

flecticn of the stiffener. This case is for the case when r = co, that is, the plate 

is supported by a rigid beam in the middle. 

Case II (Fig. 5). Two edges y=O and y=b 

are simply supported and a stiffener is placed 
at bo=b/3 and b1=2b/3. In this case the boundary 

conditions are M 01=00 =0 and M 21 =02=0. Ase= ~l~ad ll 
2, eo=6 and e1=3, we get zo=zc/9, z1=4zc/9 and i'1= Fig. 5 

3r,.12, µ1 =3µ,/2. The equilibrium equations are as follows. 

T.herefore, the buckling equation is obtained cos follows. 

· 1 1 ' ' h' h' ., ·. , ., ·t e 
/ ('ll)= (---- + ___ \(---.- _0_ • +---. ___ l_ •· __ 2.lµlel + __ 11_) __ (--.7---0 __ 0 ___ --J-· 1_--.) =0 

· Co C1 / Co" -- s~- C1" -- Si" !:1 Co" -- So" c," - S1" , 

Taking r,=5.0rr, µe=0.lrr, the above equation becomes 

Assuming z1=3.0 and zo=0.75, we get /(3.0)=12.198. Next assuming z1 =3.5 

and zo=0.875, /(3.5)= --34_.750. Obtaining , 1 =3.16 by the interpolation, we get 
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q=7.11Tr2N }b2, because zo=9z1/4=7.11. 

The section of the possible buckled form of the plate is shown in Fig. 6. In 

this figure, I shows the buckled form ha

ving two nodal lines at bo=bi=b2=b/3 and 

the value of z corresponding to this form is 

36, (q=-lb~£2 =36n2N Jb2
). Ila corresponds 

I la .I& 
Fig. 6 

to the above calculation and Ilb to the case of r,=oo, and the buckling equation 

of the latter case is f(z)= l __ +-1- =0. 
Co C1 

The above calculatjon is the case of one half-wave. As explained in case I, 

we must consider the case of more than two half-waves, but such calculation will 

be omitted as in case I. 

Case HJ (Fig. 7). Two edges y=O and y=b are simply' supported and 
two equal stiffeners are placed at b 1=b1=b2=b/3. 

In this case, the boundary conditions are Mo1=oo·=0 

· and Ms2=os=0, and the coefficients can be simplified as 

c,,.=c, s.,. 0=s, i.,.·=i, j.,.·= j, h.,.·=h, l.,.=l, z.,.=z, e.,.·=e, r ,.=r 
and µ,,.=µ (nt=0, 1, 2). Therefore, the equilibrium equa

tions are as follows. 
Fig. 7 

If we assume, at first, the symmetrical buckled form, we can put 81= --82 

and o1 =o2• Therefore, the above equations can be simplified as follows. 

{( 1 C ) S } 'Tt {(' i' i ) 1 } -+-.-. --.--•. 81---- --.----.--.--. +--.-½ 01=0 c c·-s·, c·-s· a c·-s· c·-s·. c·--s· 

Thus the following buckling equation is obtained. 

' 1 c s ( h' h • r ) l } f(z) ={(-- + .-----.)---. -.}{ -.,---.,+-. -.--zµ,+- ---.--.; c c· - s· c· - s· c· - s• c· - s· e c· --- s· 
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( 
B \ ( F 1 

In this case, e=3. Now taking r=15rr, b•N =5) and µ=0.3rr, ,~=0.1), 

{( 1 c ) s }{( h' h ' l } f(z)= -+ .--- ---.-. --+--.-0.9rrz+5.0rrJ-·--.-. c c·-s2 , c·-s· c2 -s2 c2 -s· c·-s· 

The root of the above equation is obtained by the the trial method as follows. 

/(1.5)=6.6,16, for z=l.5; /(2.0)= -24.429, for z=2.0. 

Therefore, by the interpolation, we get z=l.61 and then q=14.57r2N /b2, because 

,c = 1.61 X 32 = 14,5, 

The possible buckled forms are shown in Fig. 8. The above calculation is for 

the case of the symmetrical buckled form, corresponding to Fig. 8-Ilb. Fig. 8-Ila 

shows the symmetrical buckled form ha

ving the nodal . lines at the position of 

stiffeners. In this case, we can consider 

this problem as that of a rectangular 

plate of a/b=3 with four simply suppor-

ted edges. Therefore, the critical load is 

I 1::1 f t % ~ 
lo I& icz I& 

Fig. 8 

4rr2N 36rr2N . 
q- (b/3)2-- b2 • Fig. 8-1 shows the unsymmetrical buckled forms, and lb 

corresponds to case II, whose critical load is four times as that of case II, that 

is, zc=4x7.1=28.4. The value of zc corresponding to Fig. 8-la is four times as 

that of Fig. 8-Ila. The cases when there are more than two half-waves will be 

omitted as before. 

R. Barbre's solution 17) based on the method of integration is as follows. 

Obtaining the solution of the fundamental differential equation, we have four 

equilibrium equations of deflection, slope, bending moment and shearing force at 

the position of stiffener. Adding the boundary conditions to these, we have eight 

equations for case I and case II, and twelve equations for case III (Fig. 9). 

Equating the determinant of the coefficients of these equations to zero, we get the 

buckling equation. However, as can be understood from Fig. 9, it is hardly easy 

to develope the determinant which consists of eight lines and columns or of 

twelve lines and columns, and to obtain the buckling equations. On the contrary, 

by the slope deflection method, the determinant consists of two lines and columns 

for cases I and II, and also for case III, using the symmetrical relation. 
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--l A1_l B1 _ C1 D1 A2 J:S2 Cs V3_ Ad B3 _ C3 ' D3 ,::__ 
1 - ~ 0 
2 - ~ I~ !========-=1- =r 5 - :::::- -· - -- - - - --.,--;-- -. -~ = = = = -- -- - = ~ 
8 . -------~--~ 

·9 -- -----~-- 0 
10 -- ...,__ - - - - - - - -0 
11-- ------~ 
12 -- - - - - 0 

Fig. 9 

7. Buckling· of a rectangU!lar plate simply supported along two 
opposite sides perpendicular to the direction of compression 
and having various edge conditions along other two sides, 
when s~bjected to combined bending and compression. 

In the discussion of this problem, which is necessary to design of plate 

girder, the method of energy is favourably used, because when distributed forces, 

acting in the middle plane of the plate, are applied along both simply supported 

sides x=O and x=a, their intensity being given by q,.=qe( 1-a-f-), ':e can not solve 

the differential equation, so we are obliged to solve it by means of a different 

method such as the method of energy. For example, S. Timoshenko 18) and E. 

Chwalla 19) treated this problem about the cas~ of four simply supported edges 

by the method of energy. This method is favourably used in such a case, but 

if the sides y=O and y=b are not simply supported edges, the method of energy 

is so complicated that the calculation is very hard as can be understood from 

K. Nolke's treatise~0). In such a case the slope deflection method displays its 

merits. In solving this problem by the slope deflection method, we must adopt 

the following procedure. 

Fig. 10 shows the rectangular plate of which the buckling forces shall be 

obtained. Now, t-he plate is divided into n strips, n being arbitrary but larger 

the number of division is; the more difficult the calculation becomes. It is 
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necessary that the point of non-stress comes at the dividing line. 

If the value of n is suitably chosen, the next process is to find the average 

force (tensile or compressive) of the varying force of each section. We shall 

consider the given rectangular plate as a plate in which the average normal force 

thus obtained is uniformly distributed in each section. Therefore, in the given 

plate the acting normal force varies step by step. 

Fig. 10 

n 
_____ 2::L. 

_____ ,zi.....,,....L_.......,.:;,,........,... 
------1.-1---,::----c~~ 

a 

In the calculation of a rectangular plate by the slope deflection method, the 

fiVen plate is substituted by a rectangular plate which is subjected to normal 

force varying in a stepped form and the substituted plate is solved. As a matter 

of fact, the result obtained is not for the former subjected to a given normal 

force, but for the latter subjected to stepped varying normal force. But choosing 

n suitably, the result obtained is sufficiently correct in practical use and the larger 

the value of n is chosen, the more accurate the result becomes. 

The dividing lines of the adopted substituted plate will be numbered as 1, 2, 

... , m, •··, n-1, and the edges as O and n. 
Notations used here are the same as those in chapter 4, except for the follow

ings. 

(32) 

The method of calculation is the same as that of chapter 6 and will be 

Fig. 11 

explained by the following examples. 

Example a. 

As shown in Fig. 11, let a/ b=0.75 

and the two edges x =O and x=a be 

simply supported. When these two 

edges are subjected to combined ben

ding and compression, we will obtain 

the buckling force of the rectangular 
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plate by changing the boundary conditions of. the edges y=O and y=b variously. 
Case I (Fig. 12). Pqre bending is applied and two 

sides y=O and y=b are simply supported'. 

In this case, the plate is divided into four equal plates 

by the lines parallel to the two sides y=0 and y=b. There

fore eo=e1=ez·=ea=3 and ~s can be understood from Fig. 12, 

ko'=k/=3/4 and k1'=kl=l/4. Fig. 1.2 

If we assume that ,e=l9.2, th_at is, :z-o=,s=0.9 and z1=:z-2=0.3, the equilibrium 

equations of the bending moment and shearing force -are as follows. 

01 I 02 I 03 I o1 02 I 03 I 
7.55538 1.81.690 I 2.00300 -5.54933 =0 

1.81.690 8.20238 1.85750 5.54933 -0.29935 ·-5;72437 =0 

1.85750 7.19379 5.72437 -3.09S07 =0 

-2.00300 -5.54933 -23.47600 12.24180 =0 

5.54933 0.29935. -5.72437 12.24180 -26.23595 12.96866 -o 
5.72437 I 3.09607 12.96866 -13.34857 =0 

'. 

By the method explained in chapter 
6, the equations consisting of ii only 

become as follows. 

In the above equations, the terms 

are symmetrical about a diagonal line. 

This is a essential fact to check the 

o1 I 
-19.42014 

10.46389 

-3.42548 

'2 I 03 I 
10.46389 - 3.42548 

-17.58627 10.80453 

10.80453 8.68717 

error of the calculation. The value of the determinant of above eveation is . . 

-19.42013 10.46389 - 3.42548 
.d(19.2) =· 19.46389 -17.58627 10.80453 = -316.856 

- 3.42548 10.80453 - 8.68717 

-o 

=0 

=0 

Next, if zc =25.6 is assumed, the result obtained by the same method is 

.:1(25.6)=132.462. Therefore, we can decide the value of zc to be equal to 23;7 by 

interpolation. Then the critical value is q=23.7rr2N /b2• According to the solution 

of S. Timoshenko, who solved this problem by means of the method of energy, 
,c is equal to 24.PO, which is 1.3¾ larger than the value obtained by our slope 

deflection method. In this solution, it is considered that m is equal to 1 and 

that the plate buckles in the form of one half-wave. If it is necessary to know 
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the critcal value when the plate buckles into lwo half-waves, we must solve the 

case of a/b=0.375 and m=l. This case is solved by either of the next means. 

I. Dividing the plate into eight plates whose ratio of side length is 3. 

2. Dividing the plate into four plates whose ratio of side length is 1.5. 

If the value of ze obtained by either of the two methods mentioned above is 

larger than the value obtained before, the value of ze corresponding to the critical 

value is taken as equal to 23.7. The calculation of the case m=2 is omitted. 

Case II (Fig. 12). Pure bending is applied, and the side y=O is fixed 

and y=b simply supported. The method of calculation is quite same as that 

of case I. If we assume ,e=l9.2 and 25.6 respectively, J(I9.2)=-461.66 and 

J(25.6)=162.47 are obtained. Therefore, we can decide the value of ,e as equal 

to 23.9 by interpolation. According to the solution of K. Nolke based on the 

method of energy, ,. is equal to 24.91 m which is 3.9 % larger than the value 

obtained by the author's slope deflection method. 

Comparing with case I, the error of case II is larger than that of case l. 

This is due to the fact that in the cas_e of the clamped edge the number of di

vision must be chosen larger than the case of the simply supported edge. In this 

case, n=4 is a little smaller than a suitable number to be adopted in such a case 

of clamped edge. 

Case III. Bending and compression are applied, and stress diagram is 

triangular as shown in Fig. 13. Two sides y=O and y=b are simply supported. 

Dividing the plate into four plates, the following results are obtained. 

J(6.4)= -173.037, A~l2.S3)=316.26. 

Therefore, we get ,c=8.6 which is 2.6¾ larger than value 

obtained by S. Timoshenko23). 

Case IV (Fig. 13), The stress diagram is the same 

as that of case III, and two sides y=O and y=b are 

clamped. The result is as follows. 

J(12.8) = - 88.9-13, J(l9.2) = 93-1.158. 

Fig. 13 ° 

Therefore, ,c=l3.4, which is 4.0% smaller than K. Nolke's value zc=l3.9J24). 

The reason is quite same as that of case II. 

Case V (Fig. 14). Pure bending is applied and the plate is reinforced 

by a stiffener ( ~ =5, -{,-=0.12) in the middle point of the compressive 

side, that is, at y=-} b. Two sides y=O and y=b are simply supported. 

The method of calculation is quite the same as the above examples, except that we 

must consider the "-zµ;;+ L" in the equlibrium equation of the shearing force e . 
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at the dividing line 3. .d(57.6)= -944.73 and .d(64.0)=254.22, therefore we get 

2"e=62.6 by interpolation. 

E. Chwalla solved such a problem by the method of energy, 

and the value of ,,, in the case of a/b=0.8 seems to be 

equal to 65 from his diagram~5). According to S. Timo

shenko's solution 1&) in the case of non-stiffener, when a/b= 
0.75, we get zc=24.1 and when a/b=0.8, ,e=24.4. Therefore, Fig. 14 

if the plate is reinforced by the same stiffener at the same position, we can. obtain, 

without making a large mistake, the value of zc of case V as 65.0x24.l/24.4= 

64.2. Thus the value 62.6 obtai-

ned by the author's slope deflec

tion method is almost correct. 

Example b. 

As shown in Fig. 15, let a/b 

l:l 

.....,.,_ _____ .,.........._x 
=1.0 and three edges x=0, x=a a 
and y=0 be simply supported, Fig. 15 

and the edge y=b·supported by elastic beam. When the edges x=0 and x=a are 

subject~ to combined bending and compression and the stress· diagram is trian~ 

gular as shown in Fig. 15, we shall obtain the buckling force27). In this case, 

the plate is divided into two equal plates by a line parallel to the two sides y=O 

and y=b. Being bo=bi=b/2, the equilibrium equations are as follows. 

•· 

E<J,uating the determinant of the coefficients. of these equations to zero, _the 

buckling equation will be obtained. When the flexural rigidity is given by 
Bq . . ·. . ~ -N;, =4.0, that is, i'e=4.0 rr, the numerical examples will be calculated, assun;iing 

µc=0. .. _ _ 
. 3 ( 1 ,z 3 1 

Case I (Fig. 16a). In this case, Z1=4 2.l Z'e=wzc, Z1=wze and r= 
8.0,r. Assuming ,e=4.~, that is, ,o=0.75 and z1=0.25, the determinant A(,1.0) 

which consists of four lines and columns is 36.167. Next, for 2e=8.0, .d(8.0)= 

~6.745 is obtained. Therefore, we can decide that the value of 2'c is equal to 7.4 
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by interpolation. 

Case II (Fig. 16b). In this case, ,o= 
1
~ ,o, ;;1 = } 6 2, and r=8.0rr, and the 

result is as follows. 

.d( 4.0)=445.767, 

4(8.0)= --192.954, 

,,=6.7 

Therefore, the critical force 

is q=7.4rr2N Ja2 for case I and 

q=6.7rr2N /a2 for case II. ThEse 

2 

I ----------· 

W) 

values are quite same as that calculated by S. Ban~7). 

8. Conculsion. 

Fig. 16 

In the calculation of the critical force of a rectangular plate simply supported 

along two opposite sides perpendicular to the direction of force and having various 

boundary conditions, the relation between the author's slope deflection method 

and the other two methods can be understood from Fig. 17. That is, by the slope 

deflection method, for a rectangular plate with the given ratto afb, the critical 

force can always be easily obtained for any kind of boundary condition. On the con

trary, by the method of energy and the method of integration, for a rectangular 

plate with the given boundary conditions, the critical force can be calculated for 

any kind of ratio a/h after inducing the buckling equation. But, the induction 

of the buckling equation and the numerical calculation for any given .ratio a/bare 

hardly easy as can be understood from many treatises in the past. 

~ 
' ().5 
l 

I n 

' I 6, 

l 
2.0 

~ 

Simply 
suppor-ted Free BuiH in Elastlcal ly 

built in 
supi,oti:ed by 
elastic beam. 

- - - - - - - - -- --
- - - - - - - -- --
- - - - - - - - -- --
- - - - - - - - -- --
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From the above several examples, we can ascertain the following points. 

1) By the auther's slope deflection methed, the boundary conditions can be 
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so easily expressed for any kind of conditions that the solution is applicable 

to any kind of edge conditions. But on the contrary, the application of the 

method of energy is limited to a great extent by the boundary conditions. 

2) By the slope deflection method, the number of equations necessary to 
determine the critical value is decreased to half as compared with the method 

of integration. Therefore, the number of lines and columns of the determinant 

is decreased, making the calculation far easier. 

3) The values of functions necessaray to the calculation are given in the 

table beforehand. This results that the root of the buckling equation can be 

easily found by the trial method, using the table. 

The auther is greatly indebted to Dr. T. Ishihara and Dr. I. Konishi, Professors 

of Kyoto University, for many precious instructions which they offered in this 

investigations and wishes to express his gratitude to them. 
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